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GST Updates

In this issue, we update and discuss the salient changes to the recently updated
IRAS GST e-Tax Guide on Clarification on ‘Directly in Connection With’ and
‘Directly Benefit’.
Relevance of ‘Directly in Connection With’ and
‘Directly Benefit’
Zero-rating applies for services that fall within the
definition of international services under section
21(3) of the GST Act. International services are
regarded as being consumed outside of Singapore.
Thus, for services that are directly in connection
(referred to as “DIC”) with land or goods, they
qualify as international services if the land or goods
are located outside of Singapore.

has clarified that goods or land must exist at the
time that the services are performed. This means
that the supply of a right to buy goods is regarded
as DIC with goods but the granting of a right to a
patent is not DIC with goods as the goods did not
exist at the time when the patent is granted.
Conversely, if goods already exist, for example, a
recipe or trade secret to produce these goods, the
granting of a right to the recipe or trade secret may
be regarded as DIC with goods.

For services that are not DIC with land or goods,
zero-rating generally applies if they are supplied to
overseas persons and directly benefit (referred to
as “DB”) overseas persons.

The IRAS has also clarified that if the supply has a
few types of service elements, the entire supply
would be DIC with goods or land if the primary
service element is regarded as DIC with land or
goods. The value of supply can entirely be zerorated or standard-rated, depending on the location
of the land or goods.

Directly in connection
The Inland Revenue Authority of Singapore (IRAS)

Directly benefit
Businesses are required to examine the flow of
services to determine who directly benefit from
their services for the purpose of determining zerorating. Not all persons who benefit from the
services are regarded as direct beneficiaries.
For instance, spin-off recipients are not.

The IRAS has provided guidance on different
categories of services and who the direct
beneficiary may be.

Category of service

Example

a) Services relating to fulfilling the statutory
obligation of a person, he is likely to be a
direct beneficiary of the services

Services to file the GST return for overseas
customer’s Singapore subsidiary (DB)

b) Services relating to specific transactions
carried out or to be carried out by a person,
he is likely to be a direct beneficiary of the
services

• Advisory services on the acquisition of assets
by overseas customer’s Singapore subsidiary
(DB)

c) Service provider is accountable to the
person (other than contracting party) for
service deliverables, that person is likely to
be a direct beneficiary of the services

Software customization services; service provider
takes instructions from the overseas customer’s
Singapore subsidiary (DB)

d) Direct contact with the person other than
the contractual customer – may or may not
be the direct beneficiary

• Provides post-sales technical services to
overseas manufacturer’s end customers who
purchased the products (DB)

• Stock execution and clearing services for
customer (overseas broker)’s clients (DB)

• Provides marketing services to overseas
customer and contacts local person to receive
product information in order to provide the
services (not DB)
Apportionment of value of supplies
As an administrative concession, the Comptroller
allows the value of supply to be apportioned when
a supply of services is DIC with goods or land
located in and outside of Singapore, or directly
benefit both local and overseas persons into
standard-rated and zero-rated supplies respectively.
Acceptable proxies in apportionment are:
• market prices chargeable;
• costs incurred;

• time spent;

• sales revenue (New) and
• number of end-customers (New).
Annual fixed proxy is acceptable if there is no
material change to the business arrangement.
For example, a proxy based on actual time spent in
servicing local and overseas direct beneficiaries
over the financial year.

How we can help
The IRAS has provided clearer guidance on the
different categories of services that can be regarded
as DIC with goods or land and on the application of
the directly benefit concept. Where you have been
zero-rating your supply of services but the IRAS has
clarified that they should be standard-rated, it may
be timely to consider making a voluntary disclosure
to the IRAS to avoid penalties due to the different
GST treatments applied. We will be happy to assist
you on the procedures and information required for
voluntary disclosures. We welcome any opportunity
to discuss on the relevance of apportionment of
supplies for locally incorporated businesses that
support regional related companies pursuant to a
service agreement.
In addition, the new examples published by the
IRAS are not exhaustive and there remain areas
where the application may be subject to different
views. If your supplies of services do not fall
squarely within any of the scenarios and you are
uncertain on whether your services can be zerorated, we will be happy to have a discussion on
how we can help in your business transactions.
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